THE

POS FOR YOUR
RESTAURANT
TouchBistro is the iPad point of sale (POS)
solution designed specifically for restaurants.
TouchBistro improves staff and operational efficiencies,
lowers costs, and provides a customer experience like no other!
As the #1 grossing food and drink app in 33 countries in the Apple® App Store*, TouchBistro is a proven POS solution
that delivers an easy-to-use product, smart features that matter, and complete front-end and back-end capabilities.

TABLESIDE POS
TouchBistro can be stationary or on-the-go
with your staff, ready for any patron request or
payment - break free from the clunky counter
terminal and serve more customers faster:
üL
 everage the power of suggestion and
upsell by presenting menu item pictures
with detailed descriptions.

“

 eep your customers comfortable by quickly
K
processing payments tableside. Sign on the
screen and email the receipt to create a true
paperless, hassle-free experience.

“

ü No more errors and no more running
back and forth - wirelessly send orders to
the kitchen and bar while simultaneously
engaging with customers.

I love the fact that the system works fast. Backend
reporting is incredibly easy to use and the ability to
easily modify the menu is genius.
Ciao for Now - NYC

“

I often recommend TouchBistro to other

restaurants. The best thing management-wise is

“

the ease of creating and running reports. Not to

mention, the service from TouchBistro’s support
team has also been very good.
Doma Na Rohu - NYC

MANAGE YOUR RESTAURANT
We understand the moving parts of your
restaurant and strive to help effectively
optimize your operation.
ü Easily manage orders, floor and table
management, and bill splitting.
üKeep track of active staff, seasonal staff,
who is clocked in/out and easily create
staff profiles.
ü Keep track of your inventory and
automatically warn servers when specified
items are low.

Doma Na Rohu
West Village - NYC

POWERFUL CLOUD REPORTING &
HAPPY ACCOUNTANTS
In-depth access to restaurant activity, menu items,
staff hours, and other critical decision-making
metrics anytime, anywhere!
ü Secure, accurate, and easy-to-use.
ü Select from over 35 built-in reports.
ü Easily email CSV reports or give your
accountant access.

Ciao for Now
West Village - NYC

ü Personal dashboards with beautiful intuitive graphs.

LEARN MORE. SCHEDULE A LIVE DEMO!
One easy call to 1 855.363.5252 and we will be pleased to schedule a live demo with you.
Learn why TouchBistro is the easy, smart, and complete POS of choice by thousands of
restaurants in 33 countries.
NEW YORK OFFICE
5 West 20th Street,
3rd Floor, New York, NY 10011, USA
Phone: +1 855.363.5252

TORONTO OFFICE
477 Richmond Street West,
Suite 210 Toronto, ON M5V 3E7, CANADA
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